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Decision 91-02-022 Februuy 6, 1991 

BEFORE ~'POBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE S~AXE OF CALIFORN~ 

Oraer Instituting Rulemaking on the 
Commission's own motion to change 
the structure of qas utilities' 
procurement practices and to propose 
refinements to the regulatory 
framework for gas utilities. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-------------------------------) 

_flR1b}{l 
R.90-02-008 

(Filed February 7, 1990) 

ORDER PuJCl1lEB !fQDltX 15 DECISIQl! 90-09-0a' 
MD DPXIIfG B'R'RJ1BIl!G 

Applications for rehearing of Decision (0.) 90-09-089 
have been filed by the Indicated Producers (IP), Southern 
California GA8 Company (SoCal), And four cogenerators: 
Cal~fornia Cogeneration Council (CCC), Coqenerators of Southern 
California (CSC), Watson Cogeneration Company, and,. jointly, 
Shell Western Company, Texaco Inc., and Union Pacific Resources 
Company (Shell Woctorn). (We her.inD.ftor retor to- th ••• l4st 
four parties collectively as the Cogenerators.) We have reviewed 
each and every allegation of error raised by these applications, 
and are of the view that sufficient qroundo for rehearinq have 
not been shown. However, we will modify the decision as 
discussed below, in order to clarify certain aspects of our final 
rules. Moreover, there are several issues raised in petitions 
for mOdification to 0.90-09-089 which were not addressed in 0.90-
12-100, which we will resolve in tod.ay's order .. 
1. 188ges Raised By CogeneAt0;g. 

A. Priority ansi PariE; Botice of JIISi ElectioM. 
The first area of 0.90-09-089 which we modify relates 

to our discussion of priority and parity for coqeneration 
customers. The Coqenerators all allege that we do· no~ properly 
recognize coqenerators' priority rights, by foiling to ensure 
that cogenerators are provided higher priority than UEG customers 
as required by Public Utilities Cod.e Sections 454.7 and 2771. 
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They further argue that we do not adequately address the issue of 
coqenerl:Ltion rate parity set forth in Section 454.4. We clis4qree 
with the eogenerators that we do not properly recognize and 
implement the requirements of the above code sections, and we 
will modify the decis·ion to clarify our poeition. 

We reiterate here that 0.90-12-100 has alreacly 
clarified 0.90-09-089 to state explicitly that within Service 
Levels 4 and 5, no cogeneration volumes will be curtailed. :before 
UEG volumes within the same transmission rate and service level. 
To the extent that Shell Western and esc believe they have 
identified a problem with Service Levels 2 and. 3, we diS4g'%'ee; 
any problem related to curtailment based on price paid does not 
exist for service levels where curtailment is deter.mined 
according to existing end use priorities. We will clarify our 
rules in this regard (see page 7 of Appendix A). 

0.90-12-100 also modified the rules to require the 
utilitiee to provide eogeneration eustomers with at least five 
business days more than is provided to OEG customers to nominate 
transportation services, and to notify cogeneration customers of 
UEG transportation elections at least five business days in 
advance of the cogenerators' deadlines for electing 
transportation services. 'I'his will allow coqenerators to match 
their purchases to those of UEG customers. 

B. Seryice Leyel 2 Charges for Cogtract CU8tgmerB. 
esc goes on to arque that without providing any basis, 

the Commission has changed its previously stated rule that a 
separately stated priority charge applies to contract customers 
wishing higher priority. 0.90-09-089 provides that contract 
customers wishing' to elect Service Level 2 now must pay what esc 
calls a "·melded average ra1:e" (the average of the default rate 
and the contract rate) plus the 12 cents/dth surcharge~ esc 
believes only the l2 cents should be applied to· the contract 
rate. CSC maintains that the melded rate plus surcharge i3 
similar to various proposals the Commission has previously 
rejected that would have determined priority on the basis of the 
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total rate paid DY the customer, rather than DY a separately 
stated charqe. 

~he fact that we are modifyinq a prior practice, D4Sed 
on a well developed record supporting numerous· changes to our 
transportation rate program, is not legal er:or. Service Level 2 
is a level of firm service which has not Deen offered to noncore 
customers Defore. The contracts which contract customers now 
hold are for some level of interrupt~le service not equivalent 
to the firm service which will De provided DY the Service Level 2 
option. Contract customers can choose Service Level 3. without 
any change in their rate;. however, the option to move to the fiJ:m 
service provided by service Level 2 is properly conditioned on a 
contract cogenerator's.paying a new rate - in this ease, a melded 
rate which is sliqhtiy above the contract rate. This is still a 
price which is hiqhly beneficial to a contract customer. 

c. InteriP B§Dcb!un:Js. 
Several of the Coqenerators argue that we should put in 

place an intertm mechanism for deter.mininq the UEGs' avoided qa5 
price prior to· the issue being decided in the Biennial Report 
Plan Update (I.89-07-004, known as BRPU)i otherwise, they argue, 
the UEGs will arbitrarily select an alternative benchmark price, 
thus causing additional delay and expense Decause parties will 
file protests. The concern expressed by these Cogenerators is a 
legitimate one; however,'we will not set an interim benchmark at 
the present time. We have every intention of having this issue 
resolved in Phase III of BRPU well in advance of the August 1, 
1991 implementation dat~ of our transportation rules. 

o . Reguetlt& for Jfodifj,£ltion. 

Finally, several of the Cogenerators reque~t 
modifications to the rules· which we did not address in 0.90-12-
100. Shell Western and CSC both arque that clarifications to the 
contract coqenerator ~ervice rules must De made, particularly 4S 

they relate to the time commitments which would apply to 4 

deciSion ~o upqrade from Service Level 3 ~o Service Level 2. 
These parties arque that a contract cogenera~or should not be 
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required to elect entry into Service Level 2 for tho remaininq . 
period of the contract, ,but should be able to elect the minimum 
commitment requ1:r:ed for other customers. We aqree. However, we 
point out that the minimum time commitment for Service Level 2 is 
~ years, not one. 

esc also argues that the Commission must not impose 
requirements on a contract coqenerator's election to service 
Level 2 wh1ch would 4mount to changing of contract terms, 
particularly in the areas of take or pay requirements and the 
failure to take penalty. We reiterate that we do not intend to 
change any contract customer's contract terms; we assume that 
existinq contracts already contain their own take-or-pay or 
failure-to-take prOVisiOns, and we will not superimpose 
additional ones. 

esc further requests that the Commission impose an 
a~solute prohibition on OEG selection of core-subscription or 
Service Level 2 service. We will not grant such 4 request. We 
believe our 65·% limitation is a sufficient step to take at this 
time. 

CSC lastly 4rques that OEG elections. to Service Levels 
2 and 3 should be s~ject to the same reasonableness, review and 
forecast phases of their annual ECACs that apply to those 
utilitiee' procurement portfolios. This goes without sayinq~ we 
see no compelling reason to discuss the issue further. . 
2. Affi,liA-tetl Issue Raised By SoCU. 

SoCal protests our prohibition on the est4blishment of 
new utility marketing affiliates, on the basis that it believes 
the CommiSSion lACks jurisdiction over such entities, and cannot 
gain such juriSd.iction simply :because of the affiliate 
relationship with a regulated g4s utility. We have fully 
reviewed SoCal's arguments and have decided to modify D.90-09-089 
to limit the prohibition to new marketing subsidiaries of the 
regulAted utilities the~elves. We agree with SoCa.l that we lack 
ju~isdiction over entities created either by un~equlated 
companies or companies regulated :by the Federal Energy Requlatory 
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Commission ·(FERC). However, such a jurisdictional problem is not 
present in the case of our own requlated utilities. 

We discussed the issue of discretion to create new 
merketinq affiliates at some length in 0.90-07-065·. We noted in 
that discussion that the parties were c1ivided in their views. 
PG&E favored discretion to create such affiliates, while SoCal 
stated it would not consider doing so because it would present 
too many risks. The Division of Ratepayer Advocates, TURN, and 
CIG opposed the idea, at least in the early stages of the 
program. Parties that might compete with utility marketing 
affiliates expressed concern with the potential for 
anticompetitive activity, but did not recommend prohibiting their 
creation. 

We went on to analyze the potential benefits versus 
potential risks of utility marketing affiliates participating in 
gas markets. We identified several significant risks. Our 
greatest concern was that improper transactions between utilities 
and their affiliates· could cause captive ratepayers to· subsidize 
an affiliate'S participation in a competitive mArket. Because 
affiliates could offer services at prices below costs, such 
activities also might well be anticompetitive. Our concern was 
not unfounded: FERC has wrestled with problems arising from 
abuses by interstate pipelines and their marketing affiliates~. 
moreover, this Commi~sion too has addressed problems presented by 
improper transactions between other California utilities and 
~heir unrequla~ed affiliates in various formal proceedings. 

We noted that procedures for protecting against 
improper utility-affiliate transactions place substantial burdens 
on ~egulator3, that proper allocation of costs be~ween the two 
entities can add to the regulatory challenge, an~ that monitoring 
utility activity is not necessarily the perfect solution, as it 
would require substantial effort with uncertain results. 

On the potential benefit side, none of the parties, 
including PG&E, presented us with useful input. Some parties 
did, however, express the view that the utilities~ participation 
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in the noncore procurement market is not needed to- assure that 
noncore customers are able to purchase gas on a reliable basis~ 

Based on the above considerations, we adopted 4 

prohibition on the creation of new utility marketing affiliates 
for the present time. SoCal's application for rehearing, while 
presentinq certain jurisdictional arquments which wo must take 
cognizance of, did not present us with any policy arguments which 
convincea us to change our basic position. Thus while we limit 
the prohibition to marketing subsidiaries to be created by our 
regulated gas utilities, we stress that with respect to any other 
new marketing affiliate created by an entity over which we have 
no jurisdiction, the utility must adhere to the rules adopted in 
0.90-09-089 ~or existinq marketing affiliAtes. Moreover, we 
remain skeptical of the utilities remaining in the noncore market 
through marketing affiliates·. We state in no uncertain terms 
that we will give our full consideration to any complaints or 
inquiries which we may receive concerning perceived abuses. 
3. araQJMJ,ts Raised By Indicated Prodw::ea. 

A. Qgr B!f Transportation Rule, And 'ftSleral Lg. 

The Indicated Producers (IF) have challenqed our new 
rules on the basis that they are preempted by federal law. IP 

argues first that Congress through the Natural Ga$ Act has wholly 
occupied the field of regulation of interstate transportation of 
qas, which is subject to the sole jurisdiction of FERC. IP 
argues that FERC's occupation of the field of capacity brokering 
On interstate pipelines is more than enouqh to preempt state 
regulation in this area. 

IP argues further than even if Congress and FERC had 
not wholly occupied the area of interstate gas transportation at 
issue, the COmmission's rules would be preempted by federal law 
because they conflict with FERC's regulations mandating open, 
nondiscriminatory access to interstate capacity on a "first-come, 
first-served" basis. 
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In adQition, IP arques that our rules are unduly 
d.iscriminatory by excludinq producers., InlI.rketers, and :brokers., 
since only noncore customers can gain access to interstate 
capacity'through the local distri):)ution companies~ (LDCs) 
existing rights to capacity on interstate pipelines. 

We strongly disaqree with these arquments. Our new 
rules are in no way an attempt to enact a capacity D.okerinq 
proq.r5m with another name; we continue to vigorously pursue the 
d.evelopment of a capacity brokerinq program on the federal level 
which we fully anticipate will be approved by FERe in the not too· 
distant future. Meanwhile, however, we have adopted rules 
governing how our requlated gas utilities may most ~eneficially 
utilize their leqitimately authorized firm capacity on the 
interstate pipelines. In our view, these rules are fully 
consistent with Section 31l of the Natural Gas policy Act and 
with FERC's recent interim requlations. under Section. 31l (Docket 
No. RMSO-13-000; Auqust 2, 1990). 

We expect that once capacity brokerinq programs are 
approved, they will supersede these transportation rules, which 
are, therefore, interim in nature. These rules merely represent 
a transitional phase from the prior system, when LDCs procured 
qas for certain nonCOre customers, to a time when noncore 
customers must procure their own gas supplies. In our view, it 
is· necessary to provide this interim phase, because it expedites 
the acquisition of fir.mer transportation access for noncore 
customers while at the same time providing- them with limited 
assistance from the LOCs, upon whom they have he.etofore reli.ed. 

The unique mechanisms of the ~uy-sell arrangements ~y 
the LDCs, which our rules authorize, necesS4rily preclude 
producers, marketers, and brokers to the extent that they are not 
also end-users in California. Firs't of all, within the fi:rmest 
service levels for noncore customers (i.e. Serv1ce Levels 2 4nd 
3), the end-use priority scheme continues to playa very 
prominent role. This is an important safequarQ in 'this interim 
stage, which thus requires that only end-u.sers in California may 
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participate. Secondly, under- the buy-sell arrangements, the tOes 
will purchase from producers, marketers, or brokers the gas 
arranged by the noncore customers, and then sell it back to- the 
noncore customers as part of the LOes f system. supply. Since it 
is the end-users in California that pu:chase the gas from the 
LOCs' system supply, this feature of the progr5m would not be 
applicable to producers, marketers, or brokers that are not end
users. 

In view of the above, we do not find any undue 
discriminAtion in the transportation rules, since the 
distinctions between end-users and others in these interim rules 
are reasonable. We emphasize, however, that these distinctions 
are u~ique to these interim rules and to buy-sell arrangements. 
Once brolcering is approved and the transition is completed, there 
will no longer be a need for buy-sell arrangements and the above
mentioned distinctions- will no longer be applicable. 

B. Our !ley Tran'R2rtation Rules Mel" Calit9;nia Law .. 
IP argues the rules are unlawful under California law 

because the Commission has failed to consider the anticompetitive 
effects of the rules, in contravention of the California supreme 
Court's holding in Northern California Power Agency v. ppC (1971) 
5 Cal.3d 370, that the Commission has such a duty. IP maintains 
the new rules governing toe transportation of third-party 
supplies on behalf of noncore customers will require third-party 
suppliers to share sensitive price infor.mation with the LOCs 
because of the LOCs' monopoly over intrastate transportation 
facilities. ~hose companies will then be able to use this 
information to the competitive disadvantage of suppliers in 
negotiating prices for the LOCs' own system supplies. IF 
maintains that it is patently anticompetitive to allow the LOCs 
to use their monopoly control over transportation facilities to 
gain leverage in the procurement market~ This clo&e connection 
between the new rules and the potential competitive injury which 
I~ argues will occur in the gas procurement market requi~es the 
Commission to address the anticompetitive issues. 
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We disagree that 0.90-09-089 is violative of the 
Court'~ holdine; in~. To beqin with, in the course of this 
proceeding we have fully considered the kinds of impacts which 
~ requires: the record is replete with the benefits our 
program can brine; to the competitive market, and. any dOwn8ides 
which might possibly result are overbalanced by these bene~its. 
Moreover, we have considered the matter thoroughly, and are of 
the view that our program provides adequate protection to 
suppliers by plaCing substantial restrictions on the LDCs' own 
procurement role, thus leaving very limited. possiDilities for 
abuse by the LOCs. Finally, even assuming that some small 
potential ~or abuse remains, that potential does not necessarily 
have to be realized. For eXAmple, in the aqreement between the 
Alberta provincial government and PG&E regarding the Pacific Gas 
Transmission situation, an independent accounting firm aggregates 
price data and gives a summary to PG&E. Should the Commission 
~come aware of any abuses with.in its new program, it can easily 
require an LDC to implement some kind of similar practice to 
afford protection to suppliers. 

c.. Regggst for XOdification. 
In the portion of its rehearing application requesting 

various modifications· of the decision, Ip· raises one issue which 
was not resolved in 0.90-12-100. IP requests that the Commission 
clarify the rates for new transportation service, in the sense 
that the rules presently do not discuss payment of additional 
interstate charges, such as commodity charges and imbalance' 
penalties, for third party transportation. IP states that the 
Settlement required noncore customers who transport third-party 
supplies using the LOCs' riqhts to pay the "transportation costs" 
of that transaction. If the CommiSSion intends, to adopt this 
requirement, it should explicitly say so. IP contends, however, 
that if the Commission does adopt this requirement, it '~would 
further confirm the nature of the third-party transportation 
arrangement3 as interstate tran3portation in violation of FERC 
regulations" as discussed above. 
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We stress thAt our progr5m d08S ~ ehange interstate 
rates. However, the gas sales rate eharged by the LDC at the 
California ~order under our adopted proq.r~ may well include 
certain FERC-approved charges incurred by the LDC related to the 
interstate transportation. Flow-through of FERC-approved 
intersta'te ra'tes in LOC gas sales prices has always been within 
this Commission's jurisdiction, and will continue to be so under 
our new program. 
s. ~portation services to Wholesale CU!,!:omeo . 

0.90-12-100 established a framework for transportation 
services to wholesale customers. In that decision, we stated 
that '.TO'.RN' s proposal to allocate core services to wholesale 
cus'tomers according to their core demands is reasonable.~ We 
intended, consistent with existing policy, that eore customers of 
all utili'ties be treated equally. The rules set forth in 
Appendix A of 0.90-12-100 erroneously provide that "'the gas 
utilities shall offer to wholesale eustomers fir.m transportation 
services under Service Level 2 •••• ~ Service Level 2 is not core 
service and does not have the same degree of reliability as core 
service. In order to treat the core class of wholesale customers 
like the core cla88 of the overlying utility, wholesale 
customers' core should receive Service Levell transportation 
priority. We will change the rules accordingly (see page 8 of 
Appendix A) • 

IT IS ORDEREJ) that 0.90-09-089 is modified as follows: 
1. The first two paraq~aphe on page 14 under the 

heading 1/2. QU£!l1S81.9n" are modified to read: 

"We have considered the Settlement p~ovision 
which would per.mit marxeting affiliates and 
the comments supportinq the provision. Our 
oriqinal order ~netitutin9 rulemokinq in 
this proceeding was based on what we saw as 
a distortion in the competitive market 
caused cy the gas utilities' role in the 
procurement market. We strongly believe 
tha't our new rules restricting the 
utilities' procurement role will benefit 
this market. We eontinue to have concerns 
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about the risks posed by utility marxetinq 
affiliates and are not eonv1need that they 
are required to assure a stable source of 
gas supplies for noncore customers·. We 
will, therefore, prohibit the establishment 
of new marxeting subs1diaries' by our 
requlated qas utilities. We will reconsider 
our rule only if the utilities can 
demonstrate that the gas market in 
California is unable to provide reliable and 
adequate gas supplies to noncore customers. 

"At the suggestion of 'rORN and CIG, we will 
also adopt specific rulQ8 for the activities 
of existing affiliates, which will also 
apply to any new affiliates which may be 
created by ent1ties over which we lack 
jurisdiction. I. 

2. New Finding of Fact 5 is added to read: 

"OIR 90-02-008· was instituted because of the 
distortion in the competitive market caused 
by the g4s utilities' role as procurers of 
gas. for noncore customers, and the 
Commission's assessment that benefits to 
that market would result from restriction of 
that role." 

3. New Finding of Fact 6 is added to read: 
"A prohibition on creat10n of new gas 
marketing subsid1aries by our regulated gas 
utilities is one measure we can take to 
restrict the gas utilities' procurement role 
for' noncore customers." ' 

4. 'rhe discussion on page 54 beginning with '"d. 
t:sseneration Parity" 13 moclif.i.ecl to reacl; 

~d. Cogeneration Parity and Priori tv. 

"'Cogenerators urge the Commission to preserve 
the existing rules on parity with and 
priority over UEG customers by making clear 
~hat all OEG volumes woulcl ~e curt~iled 
~efore any cogenerator volumes. They cite 
Sections 454.4 ana 454.7 to support ~heir 
position. Section 45.4.4 states in pertinent 
part: 
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The commission shall establish rates for qas 
which is utilitzed in cogeneration technology 
projects not higher than the rates 
established for gas utilized as a fuel by an 
electric plant in the ;eneration of 
electricity ..•• 

"Section 454.7 states: 

The commission shAll, to· the extent pe:cnitted 
by federal law and consistent with Section 
2771, provide cogeneration technology 
projects with the highest possible priority 
for the purchase of natural gas. 

"'Section 2771 stAtes, in pertinent part: 

The commission shall establish priorities 
among the types or cateqories of customers of 
every electrical corporation and every qas 
corporation, and among the uses of 
electricity or gas by such customers. The 
commission shall determine which of such 
customers and uses proviae the most important 
public benefits and serve the greatest public 
need and shall cateqorize all other customers 
and uses in order of descending priority 
based upon these standards. • ••• 

"We have consistently recognized the 
importance of coqenerators in providinq the 
state with an efficient source of energy and 
QO not intend to· change our policy now. In 
our view, the transportation services we 
establish today will not violate the intent 
or plain meaning of the above Code sections. 

"Section 454.4 doe~ not require that all 
cogenerator gas rates be lower than all OEG 
rates. Consistent with this section, 
coqeneratorz pay the lower of the UEG rate 
or the otherwise applicable rate for energy 
production which is at least as efficient AS 
UEG proQuction. That rate design policy 
will not change. 

"'With regard to Sect.ion 454.7, the Conuni!lsion 
is only required to provide coqenerators 
with the highest priority service to the 
extent they provide the 'most public 
benefits' and 'serve the greatest p~lic 
need.,' as set forth in Section 2771. We do 
not need to restate here the important 
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public benefits associated with coqeneration 
technoloqies.. We will continuo to recognize 
those ~enefits in determininq priorities 
~etween UEG customers and coqenerators .. 

"However, we are now at a point where we must 
also deal with the problem of how scarce 
resources may most efficiently ~e used .. 
E!tieiont UIO ot ICGreo rOdOure.~ 1~, in our 
view, one aspect of public benefit and -
public need which may be considered in 
establishinq priorities under Section 2771. 
We have through this proceeding come to a 
determination that this efficient use is 
promoted when service to customers ~ith 
supply options is provided according to the 
value they place on those resources. 
Therefore, it is reasonable that in some 
cases, OEG volumes may receive priority 
ahead of coqenerators' volumes whQre UEG8 
pay more for that same service. 

"For example, if a OEG customer chooses 
Service Level 2 at the rate for firm 
servic., and a coqenerator chooses Service 
Level 3 at a lower rate for interruptible 
service, the coqenerator shoule be curtailed 
first. On the other hand, where OEGs and 
coqenerators pay an equal rate, coqenerators 
will 111wI1Ys receive priority ahead of UEGs .. 
We do not believe that the Public Utilities 
Code requires that in all cases where the 
UEG is payinq a higher rate than the 
coqenerator, the c09'enerator must receive 
curtailment priori,ty over OEGa ~ nor would 
such a riqid contruction be consistent with 
prudent requ,latory policy. 

"The policy underlyinq the curtailment rules 
we adopt today had its origins as early as 
December of 1986. In 0.86-12-010, we 
discussed the iSSU0 of tranemission 
curtailment mechanisms being based on price, 
in that instance, a negotiated priority 
charge. We stated: 

'We believe this requirement in the statu~e 
(Sec. 277lJ can reasonably be construed to 
allow willingness to pay to- serve as a proxy 
for public benefit and need, at least within 
the noncore class. ~he primary arqument 
against the use of willinqness to pay 
applies only to res1denti",1 customers, for 
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whom inequalities in' income may result in 
the higbes~ priori~y going to the wealthiest 
consumers under such a standard. So lonq as 
P-l and P-2A customers are automatically 
accorded the hiqbest priority, ,we see no 
plausible objection to the concept that the 
willinqness of other customers to pay a 
higher price for transmission priority 
directly reflects the greater public need 
and benefit attributable to the receipt ~y 
such customers of high transmission 
reliability.' 22 CPUC 2d 49l, at pp. 543-
544. 

"'In 0.87-03-044, a d.ecision modifying 0.86-
l2-010 and its companion decision, 0.86-l2-
009, we continued: 

'We believe that this requirement in the 
statute (Sec. 277lJ is met ~y our 
core/noncore distinction. The dis,tinction 
i3 it3elf An end-use classification system 
complyinq with the letter of Section 2771; 
i.e., we have afforded the captive core 
customer class the highest priority because 
those customer3 have most need o,f .it, and 
the noncore c1488, whose customers ax-e le!ls 
captive, are a~forded a lower priority. 
With.in the noncore class, customers 
negotiate for their respective rankings 
based on price, but this does not alter the 
basic two-priority system ~48ed on public 
need.' 24 CPUC 2d 46, at p. 60. 

"Our core/noncore distinction which we 
continue today is an end-u3e d.istinction 
that fully complies with Section 2771. The 
fact that we have utilized other criteria in 
combination with end uses for determininq 
priority within major noncore customer 
classes is in no way violative of the 
statute. therefore, we will acopt the 
following rule for treatment of cogenerator 
transport~tion priority: 

"for service Levels 4 and 5, PEG and 
cogeneratigD load wi;h egu~valen; 
~an5mi55ion rate= 3holl be compined to 
detexmine a pro rata curtailment volume in 
r~lation to othe~ non-core ~ystomers. 
However, while the PEG and cogeneration 
volumes are combined to determine a pro rata 
allocation, all the actual curtailment S2 
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allocatedlto the two cloB3es of customers 
enol! Q' impoe,d againet the PEG volpMee 
uQ>11 they dre exhausted, 39 thAt no 
CQgeneration volumes will be cYrtailed 
pefore ~ny UEG volumes within the same 
t;~nsmission rate and service level. 

5. Consistent with the modified discussion in paragraph 4 
above, the rule in the fourth paragraph on page Sl is modified to 
read: 

~Curtailmen;3 for Level 2 shall be accord ins
;0 exi~ing end usep~10riti~3~ 
Cgrtailments for lev,l 3 ~hall be acc?*dinq 
to level of payment, with highest paylnq 
cYe>ome,s to b~ curtailed la6t. F9r 
cystoma;s who p~ >he same rat~s for Level 3_ 
seryice, the utilities shall cprtail 
customers according to existing end use 
priorit~e~. For Levels 4 and 5" the utility 
shall curtail customers accordinq to the 
level of payment they make for service, with 
hiqhest paying customers to be curtailed 
last. For customers who pay the same rates, 
the utilities shall curtail customers on a 
prO rata 1:>a3iz. 

6. New Finainq of Fact 7 is addea to read: 

"Efficient use of scarce resources is 
promoted when service to customers with 
supply options is provided accord'inq to the 

.view they place on those resources.~ 

7. New Conclus,ion of Law 5 is added to read: 

"Efficient use of scarce resources is one 
aspect of pu~lic ~enefit and public need 
w~ch the Commisison may consider in 
eS'l:ablishing priorities under Section 277l." 

8. New Conclusion of Law 6 is added to read: 

"Our eore/noncore distinction, along with our 
use of other criteria in combination with 
end uses for determining priority wi'l:h major 
noncore customer classes, satisfies the 
requirements of the PuJ:)lic Utilities Code." 

15 
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9. '1'he following new discussion is inserted ):)afore the 
headinq liD. .. ESiiE' 8 canadian Contract!," on paqe 5,9: 

"g. Indicated· Producers' )\rgyment, on Federal 

,zurisdiction· 

"''1'he Indicated Producers (IP') have challenged 
the rules. proposed in D .. 90-07-065, and in the 
Settlement, on the basiS that they are 
preempted by federal law. We expect that Il? 
will rai~e the same arguments with respect 
to the rules we adopt today. IP argues 
first that Congress through the Natural Gas 
Act has wholly occupied the field of 
regulation of interstate transportation of 
gas, which is subject to the sole 
jurisdiction of FERC. IP arques that FERC's 
occupation of the field of capacity 
brokering on interstate pipelines is more 
than enouqh to preempt state regulation in 
this area. 

"IP arques further than even if Conqress and 
FERC had not wholly occupied the area of 
interstate gas transportation at issue, the 
rules would be preempted by federal law 
becau!e they conflict with FERC's 
regulations mandatinq open, 
nondiscriminatory access to interstate 
capacity on a 'first-come, first-served' 
basiS. 

"In add;' tion, Il? argues· that our rule's are 
unduly discriminatory by excluding 
producers, marketers, and l:>rokers, since 
only noncore customers can gain access to 
interstate capacity through the local 
distribution companies' . (LDCs) existing 
rights to capacity on interstate pipelines. 

"We stronvly ciisagree with these arquments. 
These ru ... es· are in no wayan attempt to 
enact a capacity l:>rokering proqram with 
another n4me; we continue to vigorously 
pursue the development of a capacity 
~rokering program on the federal level which 
we fully anticipate will be approved by FERC 
in the not too distant future. Meanwhile, 
however, we ana the parties to ~he 
Settlement have proposed rules governinq how 

16 
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ou~ ~equlated qas utilities may utilize 
thei= leqitimately authorized firm capacity 
on the interstate pipelines. In our view, 
these rules a~e fully consistent with 
Section 311 o·f the Natural Gas Policy Act 
and with FERC's recent inter~ regulations 
under Section 311 (Docket No. ~O-13-000; 
Auqust 2, 1990). 

'·We expect that once capacity brokering 
proq=ams a=e approved, they will supersede 
these transportation rules, which a=e, 
therefore, interim in natu~e. These rules 
merely repreeent a t=ansitional phase f=om 
the p=io= system, when LDCs p=ocured gas fo= 
certain noncore customers, to a time when 
noncore customers must procure thei= own gas 
suppliee. In ou= view, it is necessary to 
p=ovide this interim phase, becQuse it 
expedites the acquisition of firmer 
transportation access for noncore customers 
while at the same time p=ovidinq them with 
limited assistance from the LDCs, upon whom 
they have heretofore =elied. 

'·The unique meehanisms of the buy-sell 
arrangements by the LOCa, whieh our rules 
authorize, necessarily preclude producers, 
marketers, and brokers to the extent that 
they are not also end-users in California. 
First of all, within the firmest service 
levels £0= nonco~e customers (i.e. Service 
Levels 2 and 3), the end-use priority scheme 
continues to· playa very prominent role. 
This is an important safequard in this 
interim stage, which thus requires that only 
end-users in California may participate. 
Secondly, under the buy-sell arrangements, 
the LOCs will purchase from produce=s, 
marketers, 0= brokers the gas arranged by 
the noncore. customers, and then sell it back 
to the noncore customers 43 part of the 
LOCs' system supply. Since it is the end
users in California that purchase the gas 
from the LOCs' sY3tem supply, this feature 
of the program would not be applieable to 
producers, marketers, or ~rokers that are 
not end-users. 

"In view of the c:lbove, we dO not find any 
undue discrim~nation in the transpo~a~ion 
rules, since the distinctions between end
users and others in these interim rules 4re 

17 
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7. 

reasonable.. We emphasize, however, that 
these distinctions a:e unique to these 
interim rules and to buy-sell arrangements. 
Once brokering is approved and the 
transition is completed, there will no 
longer be a need for buy-sell arrangements 
and the above-mentioned distinctions will no 
longer be applicable .. 

"h. oar Rule, and' the l!CPA CaGe. 

"We further address the issue of whether we 
have sufficiently considered the 
anticompetitive effects· of the rules, in 
accordance with the California Supreme 
Court's holding in N2;thern CalifOrnia Power 
~gency v. PUC (197l) 5 Cal.3d 370. We are 
of the view that our decision today comports 
with the ~ decision. In the course of 
this proceeding we have fully considered the 
kinds of impacts which EW requires: the 
record is replete with the benefits our 
proqr~ can bring to the competitive market, 
and any downsides which might possibly 
result are overbalanced by these benefits. 
It might be argued that the LOCs will use 
information given to them by suppliers in an 
anticompetitive manner, oy using that 
information to negotiate prices for the 
LOCs' own system supplies, to the 
disadvantage of the suppliers. We have 
considered the matter thoroughly, and are of 
the view that our program provides adequate 
protection to· suppliers by placing 
substantial restrictions on the LDCs' own 
procurement role,'thus leaving very limited 
pos3ibilities for abuse by the LOes. 
Finally, even assuming that some small 
potential for aouse remains, that potent1al 
does not necessarily have to be realized. 
Should the Commission become aware of any 
abuses within its· new program, it can easily 
require an toC to aggregate price data in 
the hands of a third party to preserve 
eonfident1al informa~ion for the protection 
of suppliers .... 

New Finding of Fact 7 is added to read: 
"The rules proposed in 0.90-07-065 and the 
Settlement do not constitute a capacity 
brokering program." 
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8. New Finding of Fact 9 is added to read: 
"This Commission is actively pursuing 
approval of a capacity brokering proqram by 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. H 

9. New Finding of Fact lO is added to read: 
"The rules proposed in 0 .. 90-07-065 and the 
Settlement, and the rules adopted. in toclay'S 
decision, deal with the beneficial 
utilization by the California local gas 
distribution companies of their legitimately· 
authorized firm capacity on the interstate 
pipelines .... 

10. New Conclusion of Law 7 is added to read: 

"The rules proposed in 0.90-07-0&5 and the 
Settlement, and the rules adopted in today's 
decision, are not preempted by federal law, 
but are in complete conformance with Section 
31l of the Natural Gas Policy Act and the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's 
August 2, 1990 interim regulations pursuant 
to that section. These rules are also not 
unduly discriminatory.H 

11. New Finding of Fact II is added to read: 

"No:z;;:thern Californi.., Power Agency v. PUC 
(1971) 5· Cal.3d 370 (~) requires the 
Commission to consider the possible 
anticompetitive effects of its decisions. H 

12. New Finding of Fact 12 is added to read: 
"The record in this proceeding is replete 
with the benefits our program can bring to 
ratepayers, utilities, and suppliers through 
enhancement of the competitive market .... 

13. New Conclusion of Law S· is added. to read.: 
"Any downsides to the competitive- 1M.r.ke't 
which may result from implementation of our 
program will be balanced by the benefits 
identified. in Finding 12 above. 
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14. New Conclusion of Lc5W 9 is added. to read.': 

WThe substantial limitations which our 
program plc5ces on the LOCs' procurement role 
will provid.e adequate protection to 
suppliers against abuse :by the LDCs, .... 

15.. New Conclusion of Law 10 is .added. to, read.: 

"'The decision we issue today complies with 
the requirements of the liW decision." 

16. The oalanc:ing provisions of Appendix A to, 0 .. 90-09-089 
respectinq utility purchases of customer overnominations should 
be cor.rected. to confor.m to the rules as stated. in the decision 
such that the words .. the lower of"" should be inserted before the 
words ... the lowest incremental COS'I:·t in the 3rd full paraqraph of 
page 9 of the Appendix. 

rr IS FO~ ORDERED that rehearinq of 0.90-09-089 as 
modified herein is hereby denied. 

IT IS FO~ ORDERED that all petitions, for 
mOdification of D.90-09-089, except as granted in D.9C-12-100 and 
today's order, are hereby denied. 

This order is effective todc5Y· 
Dated February 6" 1991, at San FranciSCO, california. 
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PATRICIA M. ECltERT 
President 

G. Ml'rQiEI,I, WIx,x 
JOHN S. OHANIAN 

Commissioners 
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RtlLES.l:OR GAS tmLI'n PROCulURWft 
(Ch4Dgea lJDCle.rJ.i:aecl) 

mj,li1;,y <iSlo' lforlmting ~fj,liAtU ODd Go, SAJ.a t9 B9DCore cugollUJ' 

Utility gas marketing affiliates shall maintain separate 
facilities, ~ooks and record of account, which shall be available 
for inspection by the Commission staff upon reasonable notice .. 

Employees of the gas utilities shall not perform any functions for 
utility affiliates except those services which they offer to others 
on an equal ~asis, and utilities shall not share employees with 
marketing affiliates. 

Gas utilities shall not reveal to their affiliates any confidential 
information provided by customers or non-affiliat~d shippers to· 
secure service. Confidential utility information shall De made 
made availAble to all shippers if it is made avail4ble to utility 
marketing affiliates. 

Utilities shall identify and remove from their cost of service all 
costs, including administrative, general, operating and maintenance 
costs, incurred by a marketing affiliate, and thereafter prohibit 
the booking to the partner utilities' system of accounts costs 
incurred or revenues earnQd by their marketing affiliates. 

Utilities shall not condition any agreement to provide 
transportation service, to discount rates for such service, or to 
provide access to storage service or interstate pipeline capacity 
to an agreement by the cu~tomer to obtain services trom any 
affiliAte of the gas utility, except for the prOvisions contained 
herein respecting the direct purchase of qas ~y noncore customers 
from PG&E's· affiliate, MS, for the periQd specified herein. 

Utilities shall disclose in reasonaclenes3 reviews or' other such 
regulatory proceedings each transaction between the parent utility 
and its marketing affiliate, with sufficient information on the 
terms And conditions of each transaction as to permit an evalu~tion 
of the nature of such transactions. The same information shall be 
provided to Commission 3ta£f at any time upon reasonable notice. 

Each gas· u1:ility shall submit,. within 90 days of the effective date 
of this deCision, a written r'eport, availa~le for publiC 
inspection, stating how the utility plans to· implement these 
standards of conduct with respect to any existing affiliate 
activities in the Caliior'nia market. 

Gas utilities shall not procure qas for or sell gas to noncore 
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customers except as otherwise per.mitted by these rules. ~ 
utilities ~nder the jurisdiction of this Commission ShAll n2t 
create new gas marketing subsidiaries. 

COr& Subscription Service 

Each gas utility shall offer a core subscription service. That 
service shall provide to qualified noncore customers both gas and 
transportation for gas. Noncore customers customers may take all 
or a portion of their requirements as core subscription customers. 

Core subscription customers' gas shall receive the same priority as 
the highest level priority for noncore .customers·. Curtailments of 
transportation among core subscribers shall be according to 
existing end use priorities. Core subscription customers' cost of 
transportation will be equal to the rate for the utility's highest 
priority noncore transportation rate. 

Core subscription customers' cost of gas will equal that offered to 
core customers except that the price shall be set each month at the 
actual recorded WACOG lagged one month, as set forth in 
D.89-04-080. In addition, core subscription customers. shall pay a 
brokerage fee in the amount adopted in utilities' cost allocation 
proceedings or other appropriate proceedings. 

In order to qualify for core subscription, customers must make a 
two-year commitment for 75% of their annual nomination. 
Nominations may be for full requirements or partial requirements. 
Partial nominations shall be a stated annual volume which may be 
adjusted seasonally in accordance with the customer's historic 
usage patterns as provided in D.88-03-085, Ordering Paragraph 2. 
Utility sales gas will be deemeci to be the first gas through the 
meter. 

Take-or-pay penalties for procurement services· shall be forgiven to 
the extent the customer's reciuceci gas consumption is due to force 
majeure, curtailments, or service interruptions imposeci by the 
utility. 

Take-or-pay penalties for procurement services shall ~e equal to 
the u'tility's average cost of gC3 inventory charge3 or similar 
unavoidable costs, if any. Until issuance of a decision set~ing 
forth a cost-baseci charge, the take-or-pay procurement service 
charge will be stated 14% of the current WACOG of the utility qas 
supply portfolio. 

Use-or-pay penalties for core subscription transportation services 
shall be equal to those imposed for the highest level noncore 
'transportation service option. 
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TO the extent that the OEG department of a combined utility 
purchases gas from sources other than the utility portfolio, it 
must do 50 by contracts separate and distinct from the contract 
underlying the utility's system supply. The utility's OEG will pay 
the cost of gas under such contracts. Any instances in which the 
qa~ and electric departments of a combined utility purchase gas 
under separate contracts trom the S4me or 4~!iliated 8u~pliorD 
shall be fully detailed in the utility'S annual reasonableness 
review report. 

The initial offering of core subscription service shall provide 
noncore cuetomers at least two notices of the changes in utility 
services. The first notice shall be mailed within five days of the 
effective date of the utility'S tariff amendments. Noncore 
customers shall have l20 days from the date the first notice is 
mailed to infor.m the utility of their intention to subscribe to 
core service. The utility shall make all reasonable efforts to 
solicit the customer's response. If the customer has not ordered 
core subscription service within 120 days of the mailing of the 
first notice, the utility will designate the customer as a noncore 
customer except that customers who were previously core-elect 
customers will be designated core subscription customers. 
Customers who do not respond to the utilities notice before the end 
of the 120 notice period will retain their pre-existing services 
during the 120-day period. 

Core customers who qualify for transportation-only service shall be 
provided firm core transportation under Service Level l. 

Utilities will file cost allocation applications on a two-year 
cycle. 

A utility may file an advice letter requesting a core rate 
adjustment 45 days before the end of the first year of its cost 
allocation test year if the percentage adjustment to bundled core 
rates required to amortize the first year's net over or 
undercollection in the core PGA and Core Fixed Cost Accounts (nine 
months recorded and three month3 forecasted) over one year of 
previously adopted .core sales would exceed 5%. Such an advice 
filing must include complete workpapers and shall not propose any 
change in adopted cost allocation or rate desi9n other than the 
rate changes necessary to amortize the net eore over or 
undercolleetion. 

Tran8port~ti9n Services 

After taking into account system supply gas from California 
production, Pacific Offshore Pipeline Company and Pacific 
Interstate Offshore Company, SoCal shall reserve for system supply 
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purpOSQS sufficient interstate pipeline capacity on the El Paso and 
Transw8stern system., (1) to serve "cold yeu" requirements of core 
(P-1 and P-2A) customers, and (2) to provide a re480ll4ble allowance 
for company use And lost And unaccounted. for (LUAF) 9'a5. The 
calculation of the amount of capacity to be reserved for the core 
market shall also take into account the capacity needed to have 
sufficient qas in storaqe to serve core peak day and cold year 
winter season requirements. Th$ total capacity allocated to the 
service of P-1 and P-2A customers on El Paso and Transwestern need 
not be the same each month. SoCal may adjust the amount of 
capacity reserved for the core market consistent with these rules 
no more than once a year. 

Interstate pipeline capacity will be reserved by SOCal for the core 
market on a pro rata basis between El Paso Natural Gas Company and 
Transwestern P·ipeline Company with the exception that SoCal need 
not apply the pro rata allocation method to gas supplies under long 
term contract with Pacific Interstate Trans~ssion Company in cases 
where such allocation would resul tinq pen4l ties, inven'l:ory ch4rqes I 
or minimum payments. The pro rata amount will be computed 45 a 
ratio of SoCal's capacity rights on an individual pipeline to 
SoCal's total capacity rights on both pipelines. capacity ~eserved 
for the core market on El Paso and Transwestern will be reserved on 
a pro rata bOoSis divided at each of the "·constraint'" points on each 
of the two pipeline companies to the extent permitted And feasible 
under their tariffs and FERC regulations. These rules do not 
modify the terms of the long-term contract between SoCal Oond SOG&E 
which was approved by the Commission in Resolution G-2921. 

The SOCal contract with SDG&E shall be !ubject to the outcome of 
further proceedings in the capOocity brokerinq case with respect to 
the integration of lonq-ter.m contrac~s into the fir.m transportation 
proqram set forth in these rules. 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) shall mOoke available to 
noncore transportation customers 450 MMcf per day of its pipeline 
capacity. Of this 450' ~cf per d.ay, 250 MMcf per day shAll be over 
PG&E's Pacific Gas Transmission (PGT) line ~o Canada and 200 MMcf 
per day over El Paso. 

Pursuant to Resolution G-2921, the Commission M,S approved the 
assignment of fir.m interstate pipeline capacity and storage rights 
by SoCal to SOG&E. Implementa~ion of these provisions remains 
3ubject to ~he tariffs and regulations applicable to· the interstate 
pipeline systems. Upon implementation of the prOvisions of the 
SoCal/SDG&E contract and Resolution G-292l, SDG&E's noncore 
customers will have pro rata Ooccess to such rights. 
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SDG&E may procure gas for its noncore, non-OEG customers with 
transportation service at all level$. SOG&E's noncore, non-OEG 
customers receiving transportation service at levels :2 through 5 
must, in ordar to purchAse qas from SOG&E, commit to the s~e 
ooliqations as core suDscript10n customers. 

The utilities shall make availaole five levels of transportation 
service: 

Service Lev~l 1 -- core service. All capacity 
reserved. for any customer is recallable to preserve 
Service Level 1 transportation access for core 
customers. 

~ryic, Lev~l A -- firm service for noncore customers 
under an annual contract with a 75% use-or-pay 
obligation and a use-or-pay penalty equal to 80% of 
the firm transportation rate applicable to the 
customers. This service shall require a two-year 
commitment. Core subscription service includes 
Service Level 2 transportation. The transport rate 
is not negotiable. 

Seryice Level 3 -- interruptible service under an 
annual contract with a 7S.!~ use-or-pay obligation and. 
a use-or-pay obligation penalty equal to G·O% of the 
customer's applicaole transportation rate. The 
utility and the CU3tomer may negotiate rates for 
Service Level 3. The cha:ge for this service shall 
not exceed the applicable d~fault rate. 

S~rvice Leve~4 -- inte:ruptible service under a 
monthly contract 3ubject to, a 75% use-or-pay 
o~liqation and a use-or-pay penalty equal to 30% of 
the customer's applicable transportation rate. The 
utility and the customer may negotiate rates for 
Service Level 4. The eharge for this serviee sh4ll 
not exceed the applicaole default rate. 

~~rvice;Level 5 -- interrupti~le service for 
nomination periods of less than a full month with no 
uee-or-pay obligation. The utility and the cuetomer 
may negotiate rates for Service Level 5. The eharge 
for this service shall not exceed the applicable 
default rate. 

Noncore customers shall ~e permitted to split thei: requirements 
among noncore Service Levels. Where the eervice level requiree an 
annual contract commitment, the customers will nominate quantities 
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consiatent with their historic requirements or, otherwi8e, will be 
requirod to· demonstrate the basis for such quantities. In lieu of 
a stated annual contract quantity, a noncore customer also may 
select ~full requirements"' service under service Level 2. A ~full 
requirements~ customer is· prohibited from using alternate fuels 
(except in the event of curtailment, to test alternate fuel systems 
or where the utility has expressly authorized use of alternate 
fuels). To the extent that a full requirements customer uses 
alternate fuels for other reasons, the customer shAll be subje<:t to 
a use-or-pay penalty equal to SO% of its applicable firm 
transportation rate. 

~he utilities shall provide cogeneration customers with at least 
five business days more to nominate transportation services than is 
provided to OEG customers, and shall notify cogeneration customers 
of OEG transportation elections at leaat five Dusiness days in 
advanco of the coqenerators' de4dlines for electinq transport4tion 
services. 

The coordination of full requirements customers' needs with the 
nomination of stated contract quantities for firm transportation 
shall be addressed in the tariff implementation workshops in 
R.90-02-00S. 

For monthly service (Service Level 4), the customers's Maximum 
Oaily Quantity (MOO) will De equal to hi~ contract quantity for the 
montn expressed in MOth per day. For &ervice under annual 
contracts (Service Levels 2 an~ 3) the utility shcll noqotiate an 
MDO that is consistent with the expected :nonthly demand profile of 
the customer. The customer's average MDO over ~e year will have 
to exceed the annual contract quantity in order to· account for 
daily and monthly fluctuations in gas uS4qe. Implementation of the 
MOQ procedure shAll be addressed in the tariff implementation 
workshops in R.90-02-00S. 

Initial alloc4tion of Service Level 2 capacity shall be Dased on 
customers' pro· rat,,: share of nominations where customers' 
nominations in total exceed available capacity. The utilities may 
confirm the reasonableness of customers' nominations DY reviewinq 
his·torical demand and other circumst4nces, including operational 
chanqes desiqned to accommodate air quality requlations or 
objectives. 

Use-or-pay penalties for transportation services shall be forgiven 
~o the extent the customer's usage £4118 below the use-or-pay level 
due to service interruptions imposed by the utility or upstream 
pipeline or force majeure conditions, exeludinq required 
maintenance of customer's facilities, plant closures, economic 
conditions or variati~ns in aqricultural crop product.ion. 
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Each utility shall file with the Commission Advisory and Compliance 
Division estimated capacity allocation between transportation 
service levels on each interstate pipeline, The filing shall be 
made no later than the deadline for noncore customers to make their 
annual anQ biannual service choices. 

The utilities shall enter into· balancinq accounts revenues 
associated. with noncore transportation services and. shall recover 
in biannual cost allocation proceedinqs 75% of the difference 
between forecasted revenue$ and actual revenues from noncore 
transportation services. Utility shareholders shall be liable for 
25% of the difference between forecasted revenues and actual 
revenues from noncore transportation services. 

The utilities shall enter into tracking accounts. revenues collected 
pursuant to the l2-cent per decatherm surcharge on Service Level 2 
transportation, Those revenues shall be applied as a credit in 
Subsequent periods to· rates for Service Levels 2 through 5·. 

'lralWpOrt§.:tion cux:tailPent§ 

Curtailments fQr Level 2 shall be a~ordins-to existing end use 
priorities. CYrtailments for Level 3 shall be according to leyei
of payment, with highest paying customexs to be xu;taileg last. 
For customers who pay the spme rates for Level 3 sery~ee, the 
utilitiee Mall eu;;:tail ~\\etomer3 according to ~xi§ting ,nd 'l3e 
pri9ritie~. For Levels 4 and S, the utility shall curtail 
customers accordinq to the level of payment they make for service, 
with highest paying customers to be curtailed last. For customers 
who pay the same rates, the utilities shall curtail customers on a 
pro rata basis. 

For Service Levels 4 and 5, PEG and Cogeneration load with 
equivalent transmission ra~es shall pe compined to dekermine a pro 
r~ta curtAilment volume in relation to other non-core c~~omers. 
However, while the PEG and Cogeneration volum,s are xompined to 
~termine a pro rata allocation, all the ac~ual xu;tailment S9 
alloeA;ed to ;he two c~$$es of cussom~rs sh~ll be imposed agains& 
the UEG vo~mes until th~x ~re ~xhausted, so ;ha; no cogenera;ioD 
v91umes will be curtail~~ geofxe any PEG volumes within ;he same 
transmi.ssion rate and servj.,ce lev,,l, .• 

Long-Term Contrac.:ts 

Customers with long-term contracts in existence on the effective 
date of these rules, and whose contracts do not specify otherN'ise, 
shall receive at the contract rate Service Level 3 ~er.vice. Those 
customers may alternatively opt for Service Level 2 service at a 
rate to equal to one-half the existing default rate and one-half 
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the existing contract rate, plus a l2-cent per decather.m surcharge. 
lhe opt1on ~o receive Level 2 service may pe for a 2-year period or 
for the remAinder of the contract. Express contract ter.ms AnQ 
conditions of existing contracts shall not be changed as a result 
of the rules herein. 

No~hing in these rules shall be construed to amend the Commission's 
existing policy regarding long-ter.m contracts for pipeline 
capacity, set forth in D.89-12-045" until and unless the Commission 
sets forth new policy as part of capacity brokerinq programs. 

IIoDCore Ga8 P!jarehases 

Until an integrated interstate-intrastate capacity brokering 
program is adopteQ, the utilities will use their capacity rights to 
purchase gas supplies identified by individual customers· on a non
discriminatory ".best efforts If' basis, and resell the gas to the 
customer. Alternatives to this arrangement, if required, shall be 
submitted to the Commission in a petition for modification. 
Service Level 2 is· '"firm''' at the burner tip until an integrated. 
interstate-intrastate capacity broke ring program is adopted. 

Noncore transportation customers may transport Canadian gas over 
PG'I" subject to the following conditions,. Until August 1, 1994, 
noncore customers may negotiate gas supply arrangements only with 
producers under contract with Alberta and Southern (A&S). Once a 
noncore cU5tomer has made such an agreement with an A&S supplier, 
PG&E will arrange to have the gas purchased by A&S under existing 
gas purchase agreements and will arrange to have the gas 
transported by PGT. Noncore customers may purchase gas from 4ny 
Can4dian supplier after August 1, 1994. 

5ervj.Cft to Electric Utilitie, CUltOl!eX"S 

UEGs shall be subject to the same terms and conditions applicable 
to, other noncore customers except that ~ customers shall not be 
per.mitted to nominate more than 6S~ of their requirements into 
Service Levels 2 and. 3 in the aqqregate. ~ customers shall no'!: 
be eliqible to receive their full service requirements from utility 
core s~scription services. These conditions may be changed 
according to rules adopted for capacity brokering pro9rams. 

SDG&E may procure gas for its OEG department. 

Transportation Services to Wholesale CUltomeR 

The gas utilities shall offer to wholesale customers firm 
transportation services under Service Level 1 proportional to the 
wholesale customer's core load. The rate for firm service to 
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wholesale customers shall not include the 12-cent per decather.m 
surcharge added to noncore customers' rates. SoCal shall offer to 
wholesAle customers', in 4mounts equal to their core loads, pr~ 
rata access to the El Paso and Transwestern pipelines. PG&E shall 
allocate transportation access to· wholesale customers' core loads 
on the same basis 0.3 it allocates transportation access for PG&E's 
own core customer load. 

The utilities shall provide Wholesale customers the option of 
serving noncore customers directly in obtaining capacity from the 
utilities· or securing capacity on behalf of the wholesale 
customers' noncore customers. 

Balancing and. Standby Services to l!oncore CU8;tomers 

The utilities shall provide balanCing services to noncore 
customers. The tolerance for balancing service5 shall be 10% of 
customer tAlces. 

Where positive imbalances fall outside the 10% tolerance at the end 
of a 30-day period, utilities shall purchase noncore customers' 
excess gas at 4 rate equal to .:tJl.2 low" 21 the lowest incremental 
cost of gas on the system for that month or 50% of the core WACOG 
for the month. 

Where negative imbalances fall outside the 10% tolerance at the end 
of a 30-day period,. utilities shall charge customers· for standby 
services. Standby service gas rates shall be equal to the higher 
of 150%· of the core WACOG for the month or the highest incremental 
cost of gas for the month. Standby service shall have the lowest 
priority during periods of curtailment. 

Noncore customers may trade imbalances to· avoid liability for them. 
The utilities may administer trading programs. If they do so, 
related costs shall be recovered, if at all, solely from 
participants in the trading pr09'r~. 

Sales of Excess Core Gas Supplie~ 

The utilities shall sell excess gas when required in order to avoid 
contractual penalties. The sales shall ~e conducted by way of 
sealed bid. The utilities may not use capacity rights to transport 
excess gas sold off-sys.tem. Neither may the utilities use- their 
interstate capacity rights to transport excess gas sold on-system 
unless the rights are exercised by a noncore customer holding such 
rights through a FERC-approved capacity br¢kerinq program. 

PG&E may sell excess core gas to SoCal and SOG&E to meet their core 
customer requirements. 
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In each reasonableness review, or relateQ proceedinq, the utility 
shall provide accountinq 4nQ operational infor.mation reqardinq each 
sale of excess core q48 to- none ore customers. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 


